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Can you name the the players who have scored two consecutive wickets against
the same team? A: Mohammad Ashraful, the Bangladeshi batsman, has 2
consecutive wickets in a row. On first occasion, against Kenya, he got the first
two wickets of the innings, and then on second occasion, also against Kenya, he
got the last two wickets of the innings. A: Pakistan have had 2 wickets in a row
twice before: Against India in 2002, Mohd Yousuf performed two fine
unbeaten knocks and Pakistan won the game. And against Sri Lanka in 2012,
Salman Butt got a streak of 2 wickets in a row. A: In cricket, the creation of a
streak of 2 wickets in a row is an achievement. The term'streak' means a series
of similar events that occurs regularly. A streak of 2 in a row is therefore
regularly occurring, and the question is whether it has ever been achieved. The
obvious question is who holds the record, if anyone. However, another question
is whether there have been any records ever broken by the'streak' itself. For
example, there have been records of test batsmen scoring centuries in
successive test matches. So, to answer the question on this site, there have been
records set in earlier times that could have been broken by the streak of 2
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wickets in a row, but not by the streak itself. Edit in response to @coolium's
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